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Would you like to

stay at our property?

Book now
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CAMPSITE AND RESORT IN VALLE D’AOSTA

FOR YOUR MOUNTAIN HOLIDAYS  IN SUMMER AND WINTER


Open all year round

NEW OFFERS ARRIVING ALL THE TIME

Discover them









3 generations of love for the  the mountains

and the nature surrounding us





The Margherita Campsite and Resort in Gressoney Saint-Jean in Valle D'Aosta welcomes you to its beautiful valley, embraced by majestic peaks that preserve the ancient Walser traditions and create the magical atmosphere that distinguishes our natural paradise.

The campsite is located on land that belonged to Nonna Grittle (Grandma Grittle), the Walser name for Margherita (daisy), and it is in her memory and for the strong link with our traditions that our campsite has been named after her.





Our family has run the campsite with passion for three generations, in a place that is home for us and is deeply tied to its Valais roots.  The campsite is located on a large plain just a short walk from the town centre and the ski lifts of Gressoney.



Ours is the closest campsite to the Monterosa Ski area. We are open all year round and from here you can reach the most beautiful sites to enjoy any activity and sport in both summer and winter. Trekking, snowboarding, cross-country skiing, ice skating, what’s your favourite?



Camping Margherita offers space and comfort to families with children, groups of friends, couples of all ages and anyone who wants to live and immerse themselves in the beautiful nature that surrounds us for a vacation of sport, rest and body care in our wellness centre I Cinque Elementi (the Five Elements) with sauna, Turkish bath and relaxation area.




Welcome to the Family
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DISCOVER OUR ACCOMMODATIONS
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CAMPSITE


A beautiful valley and an expanse of green meadow protected by the surrounding mountains, this is the perfect place to stay for your touring holidays in Aosta Valley. You will find a genuine welcome in our campsite, together with services designed specifically to give you the utmost maximum comfort even for free-spirited people like you.


Learn more


CHALETS


The strength of the 5 Elements and the magical atmosphere of our chalets in the typical mountain style is the perfect place to spend your holidays in the mountains in Valle D'Aosta. The warmth of the wood and the fantastic panorama that you can admire from the windows are a balm for the soul.


Learn more
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OUR CAMPSITE IS WELL LOOKED AFTER, DOWN TO THE SMALLEST DETAIL



Choose us for your next holidays









THE RELAXATION YOU WERE LOOKING FOR

Discover our wellness centre





DOG AREA

Discover our services





Our key strength

is the location!


TOP PLUS:

WE ARE THE ONLY CAMPSITE

IN GRESSONEY


GRESSONEY SAINT-JEAN


A fabled village just a few minutes from our campsite where traditions and hospitality co-exist in a natural way and offer you all the services you are looking for.


Discover our town






CASTEL SAVOIA


We are only 300 metres from the Savoy Castle; it's so close you can see it from the window. Immerse yourself in the history of Queen Margherita.


Discover the surrounding area





WINTER SPORTS


The cross-country ski run passes right next to our campsite! There is a convenient shuttle bus to reach the Weissmatten lifts.


See where we are
















Request a Quote!
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Send a request

STAY WITH US





SMART-RELAX!



FOLLOW US... YOU WILL FEEL AS IF YOU’RE ON HOLIDAY ALREADY
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NEWSLETTER


Stay in touch with us! Sign up for our newsletter to stay up to date on all our latest news and offers.








I have read the  privacy policy 






Life is a collection of moments

and with us they will be the most beautiful
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HOW TO FIND US

Gressoney-Saint-Jean

Loc. Schnacke, 15 11025 (AO) - IT


P.Iva 01069960076 - Privacy & Cookie Policy - Cookie preferences

CONTACT US

Tel. +39 0125 355370

Fax +39 0125 355370

Mobile +39 340 2684191 7.30-8.00 / 12.00-14.00 / 19.00-23.00


Credits TITANKA! Spa © 2021







  

         